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Your third short paper of the semester will be another small response paper, this time dealing 
with de Beauvoir’s Ethics of Ambiguity. In order to help you to begin thinking about the 
application of ethical theories to contemporary problems (the topic that will concerns us for the 
remainder of the course), the prompt for this response paper is more open ended: Write a short 
response essay in which you apply some aspect of Beauvoir’s ethical theory in The Ethi c s  
o f  Ambigu i ty  to a contemporary ethical issue of your choice. The issue you choose could be 
a “hot topic” such as those discussed in the different chapters of the Timmons reader, another 
contemporary issue from the news, your own life, campus events, etc., that you want to write 
about, or even a fictional contemporary ethical scenario (though it should be one that is 
believable, i.e., that could have actually happened). Your paper should clearly but briefly describe 
the issue, and then explain what Beauvoir’s theory would have to say about it and, most importantly, 
why, giving both your own reasoning with regard to the issue and presenting the reasoning 
underlying that aspect of Beauvoir’s theory you have focused on in analyzing the issue.  
 
 
 

Expectations 
As with your earlier papers, responding the prompt above in the space of 1-2 double-spaced pages 
(not 2-3 as previously!) will require the careful selection and presentation of relevant ideas and 
passages from Beauvoir and will demand concise and precise analytical writing approached through 
multiple drafts. You will not have the space to present an extensive summary of her theory of the background of your 
chosen ethical issue; your presentation will need to be intentional and selective. For a paper of this sort, an ideal 
thesis will include a basic statement of the ethical issue to be discussed, a brief description of the 
aspect(s) of Beauvoir’s theory that you will apply in discussing it, and a basic statement of the 
conclusion you arrive at in the paper. This thesis should be defended with evidence and reasoning in 
the body of the paper supported by references to the text. While these papers are very short, the final 
product should be a well-written and succinct formal essay. Doing this well will require careful proofreading, 
attention to detail, and multiple drafts and revisions.  
 

Formatting, etc. 
Information on how to format your paper, some tips to help you with writing a philosophy paper, 
and information on how the papers will be graded is available in the document entitled “Philosophy 
Papers: Instructions, Tips, and Grading Rubric,” available on Blackboard.  If you have questions 
about any aspect of writing your paper, you should check there first. Please also refer to the 
comments from your first papers for additional things to think about as you work on this paper. 
 
As stated on the syllabus, I am happy to read drafts of thesis statements, or to discuss other 
questions related to your papers during office hours or by email, but in order to encourage you to get 
a head-start on your papers and to work through multiple drafts, I will not respond to such requests 
initiated less than 48 hours before the paper is due. 


